NOTICE FOR EXTENSION OF TENDER FOR SUPPLY OF SWITCHES
The last date of submission of bids for the above tender was 26-07-2022. It is now
decided by the Competent Authority that the same may be extended upto 08-082022 (3:00 P.M.) for better response. The parties who are interested in joining for the
pre-bid discussions may come on 02-08-2022 at (3:00 P.M.) at NIXI Headquarters.
The following modifications and additions have been made in the tender, which may
be seen while submitting the bid:
1. The total number of switches to be purchased is 30. Please see the clause II
of the tender.
2. There will be +/- 50% of the Purchase Order.
3. L3 switches will be 20% and L2 switches will be 80%.
4. The locations (along with addresses) will be decided as soon as the Data
Centres are finalised, which is in process.
5. It has been decided that the new payment terms will be as under:
30% At the time of delivery
40% After the successful installation and commissioning work
25% After the completion of first year warranty
5% After completion of total warranty
6. It is further decided that the PBG (Security Deposit) shall be reduced
from 10% to 5%.
7. The training clause remains unchanged as given below:
After releasing purchase order of 5 switch, OEM has to provide training to
10 NIXI officer for technical and operational aspect of switch as it is
mandatory
(The bidder must take into account in their costing about this clause but it is
mandatory).
Other modifications to be made in the Tender (as discussed):
8. Penalty Clause
There will be only one penalty clause as given in Clause XVI (f) as given
below:
If the successful tenderer will not deliver the goods with in seven
working days, the penalty of 0.5% will be imposed per day, which will
not be more than 10%.
The penalty provision in clause XXI mentioned in “Delivery, Installation and
Commissioning of Equipment” is deleted which says that:
Any delay in delivery of equipment shall result in 1% penalty per week
per site in case delivery is beyond the committed deliveries of 8 weeks.

Max. penalty is 12%.
9. Switch uptime for penalty.
The uptime of switch should be 99.9%. The penalty has been reduced in
response time as given below:
S.NO

DESCRIPTION

TIMELINE

PENALTY

1

Visit

Within 3 hrs.

0.05% per hr.

2

Supply of spare parts

Within 24 hrs.

0.1% per day

3

Load Testing

Every 3 months

0.5% of AMC amount
per week

It is, therefore, informed to all interested parties to ensure that the bids shall be
submitted by 08-08-2022 (3:00 P.M.) positively.

ARVIND CHAUDHRI
Consultant (MM)

